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Using the Quick-Start Guide for New YouthBuild Mentoring Coordinators
The Quick-Start Guide for New YouthBuild Mentoring Coordinators helps newly hired staff members
get oriented to YouthBuild mentoring in general and get up to speed on the specific circumstances and
current mentoring activities of their local YouthBuild program. It is designed as a “job aid” that gives new
coordinators a set of 10 critical tasks to complete within their first week or two on the job.
• The Quick-Start Guide is focused on key initial tasks that a new hire should focus on. It is not designed
to serve as a long-range training or planning tool. But it will provide Mentoring Coordinators with
a roadmap for their first days in the role and should give them plenty to work on until they can go
through the formal training provided by YouthBuild USA.
• The Guide will be most useful to coordinators who have been hired into existing YouthBuild mentoring
programs and are taking over the work started by a previous coordinator. Many of the tasks listed in
the Guide could also be used to help plan the coordinator role at a new mentoring program, but brand
new mentoring efforts have much more to plan for and develop than is covered in this resource.
• The process detailed in the guide begins and ends with a meeting with the YouthBuild Director, so that
the coordinator is working closely with program leadership to assess the current situation and figure
out next steps. Local YouthBuild programs should feel free to add to the tasks listed here as needed.
For Directors …
• Use the Quick-Start Guide as a tool for orienting new Mentoring Coordinators to your site. Since
the process begins with a meeting with you, feel free to prioritize the tasks listed here, or provide
additional tasks that you feel will help orient the new coordinator. During these meetings, be sure to
emphasize the integration of mentoring into the general program. This will help the new coordinator
understand the context of their work.
• Give the new hire a week (maybe a bit more) to complete these tasks and schedule a follow-up meeting
with you to discuss next steps.
• Plan on being available to answer questions and provide documentation and access to materials as
needed while the coordinator completes these tasks.
(Directors who are also new to their sites can reference the webinar titled Preparing for Mentoring: The
Role of the YouthBuild Director to learn more about their responsibilities around mentoring.
http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/content/events
For New Mentoring Coordinators …
• Complete the tasks listed in the Guide as soon as possible in the first week or two of starting your
position. Check off each item as you complete it.
• Take detailed notes about what you learn in each task and what your next steps are based on what you
learn. These next steps will be critical when you meet with your Director at the end of the process.
• Be sure to work with other YouthBuild staff members, your program “coach,” and the YouthBuild USA
staff to answer any questions that come up as you go through this orientation.
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Before Using This Guide …
Meet with your YouthBuild Director and other site leadership to find out what their priorities are for you
in your new role. They may already have logical places for you to start in learning about your position
and how to administer the mentoring program. Once you have completed the tasks below, the final step
is to reconnect with your Director and set a plan of action based on the next steps you’ve identified. You
should be able to get through these tasks in the first week or two on the job.
Immediate New Coordinator Tasks
While all of the tasks listed in this guide are worth addressing within the first few weeks on the job, there
are a few specific needs that should be addressed right away:
• Find the original mentoring proposal/contract/budget; know what you are obligated to deliver (part of
Task 1)
• Contact YBUSA to make sure they know you are on board and can give you access to information and
websites (part of Task 2)
• Talk to the other YouthBuild staff about how mentoring has been integrated to this point (part of Task 5)
• Check in with program partners and other stakeholders (part of Task 5)
• Make contact with your students and mentors; find out who is matched with whom (part of Task 6)
• Determine what events or trainings are coming up (part of Task 8)
As you go through this guide, identify other steps that will be critical to your site and prioritize
accordingly.
Quick-Start Process
Meet with director

Assess current
situation (tasks)

Set priorities,
get organized

Summarize
strengths/needs
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Gather up all of the resources and materials left by the
previous Mentoring Coordinator
The best way to get grounded in your new position is to take a look at all of the materials and information
developed and left behind by your predecessor.
Description of Task
Find the current and former versions of:
Program policies and procedures
Forms used with participants
Recruitment plans
MOUs and partnership agreements
Advisory group members and meeting notes
Original proposal/contract with YBUSA (including high-level budget if available)
Mentor-mentee database
Training materials
Monthly data reports
DCTAT reports
Wrap-up reports
Site visit reports
These materials will help you learn the history of the program, identify gaps in service delivery, and
prepare you to talk with the YBUSA staff and your program “coach.”
Questions to Answer
Do I have access to all of these materials?
Who else in the organization may have these materials?
Do I need to create any of these from scratch? Are they missing?
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Your Notes (what you are learning)

Your Next Steps (prioritize what needs to be done)
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Contact the YBUSA mentoring team and your program
“coach”

Get in touch with the YouthBuild USA National Mentoring Alliance (NMA) staff to let them know you are
on board, then introduce yourself to your mentoring coach—an experienced mentoring consultant retained
by YBUSA—who will be your main point of support and information in implementing the program.
Description of Task
Start by contacting Melissa Medina, Mentoring Operations & Grant Manager for YouthBuild USA
(YBUSA), at mmedina@youthbuild.org or by calling (617) 623-9900. Melissa can make sure you have:
• Access to the NMA Community of Practice and other important websites
• Information about your grant and associated requirements
• Important upcoming dates on your calendar, such as trainings or data reporting deadlines
Provide Melissa with your current phone, email, mailing address, and other information so she can
update the Coordinator database as needed.
You can find the contact information for your program’s coach here:
http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/coaches
Your coach can be a valuable asset in completing the other tasks in this guide.
Questions to Answer
What questions do I have for Melissa and the YBUSA office?
Who else in our office is in contact with the YBUSA office? For data reporting? For financial tasks?
What can my coach tell me about the history of the program?
What kind of support can I expect from my coach?
What areas of expertise does my coach have?
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Your Notes (what you are learning)

Your Next Steps (prioritize what needs to be done)
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Familiarize yourself with the content on the NMA
Community of Practice

The National Mentoring Alliance has a dedicated website that acts as an organizing hub for all of the
mentoring sites around the country. Familiarize yourself with the resources, tools, and information
found at http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org. Review each of the main sections of the site (these are
listed along the top navigation on the site). The “About Us” section has some good starting information,
including a map of other participating mentoring sites—it may be helpful to see who else near you is
offering mentoring.
Description of Task
You will note that there is a special section for Mentoring Coordinators. You must be logged into the
site to view the content in this section. This section features many staff resources:
• The monthly reporting form where you will report data to YBUSA
• A discussion forum where you can interact with other Mentoring Coordinators from around the
country
• Downloadable financial and grant management forms
• A marketing toolkit that can help you design promotional materials
Also focus on the “Resources” section, where you will find the National Mentoring Alliance
Operations Manual and other critical resources for administering the program:
• Training guides
• E-learning modules
• Forms and templates
You can find even more information in the “Events” section, including:
• Materials from all conferences and trainings
• Recorded webinars
Questions to Answer
Can I log into the site?
Do I have any questions for my coach about where to find things?
Can I open the PDF files and other downloadable content on the site?
Have I reviewed all of the sections of the site?
Do I know who to contact if I have difficulty accessing the site or using any of the materials and
templates?
What content do I need to read more thoroughly after this initial review?
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Your Notes (what you are learning)

Your Next Steps (prioritize what needs to be done)
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Learn about YouthBuild and the YouthBuild mentoring
model

In order to be effective in your role, you will need to understand the context in which YouthBuild
mentoring operates. That means learning about the history and mission of YouthBuild USA in general,
and then grounding yourself in the details of exactly how the NMA operates, including philosophy and
goals, program components, and participant requirements. If you are brand new to mentoring, you can
learn much more about the topic in the website’s “Other Mentoring Resources” section:
http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/additional-resources.
Description of Task
Begin this task by going to the YBUSA website and reviewing the main categories:
https://youthbuild.org
You may also wish to view some of the videos on the YBUSA YouTube channel:
http://www.youtube.com/user/ybusa/videos
To learn about the YouthBuild mentoring model, start with the Online Operations Manual:
http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/nma-operations-manual
Use the navigation on the right side of the page to review each section. Pay special attention to:
• The philosophy of mentoring and integration with the rest of the program
• Coordinator responsibilities
• Participant recruitment, screening, and training
• Group mentoring and making matches
• Match supervision, support, and closure
Questions to Answer
What are the main components of a YouthBuild mentoring program (see “Overview” section of
Operations Manual)?
What are my responsibilities as a Mentoring Coordinator?
What are the requirements for being a mentor or mentee?
How do I train mentors and students for their role?
What strategies do I use for making and supporting matches?
How is group mentoring incorporated into the model? How are we conducting group mentoring?
What do mentors and students do together?
How long should our matches last and how do they end?
What strategies can I use to sustain the program?
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Your Notes (what you are learning)

Your Next Steps (prioritize what needs to be done)
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Learn the history of how mentoring has been
implemented at your YouthBuild Program
Although the YouthBuild mentoring model has set guidelines and best practices that govern program
implementation, no two agencies have implemented the mentoring program in quite the same way. There
is always room for local innovation and adaptation. Part of your orientation is to find out how your site
has implemented the program and what has worked (and not) over time.
Description of Task
In addition to your Program Director, meet with the other YouthBuild staff members to get their
thoughts on:
The successes and challenges of implementing the program to this point
How well the mentoring program has been integrated into the overall YouthBuild program
What resources and external supports are critical to program success
Elements of the program that need improving
Your program coach is also a good source of information about program history. He or she can highlight
the forms of support provided and shed light on what to expect as you take the reins.
If your program has a dedicated mentoring advisory committee, they can also provide information.
Questions to Answer
How have we integrated mentoring with our other services and grants?
How does the rest of the staff feel about the mentoring program? What value do they feel it adds?
How successful has the program been to date? Have matches thrived? Struggled? For what reasons?
Do other staff members help with various aspects of running the program, such as recruiting mentors
or facilitating mentoring group activities?
Who are the program’s partners in the community? What do these partners provide?
How have we adjusted the program model to meet our needs? What have we changed about
recruitment, screening, training, matchmaking, etc.?
What can the advisory committee tell me about our program’s history?
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Your Notes (what you are learning)

Your Next Steps (prioritize what needs to be done)
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Introduce yourself to all volunteers, students, and parents

One of the big challenges in taking over a mentoring program is that there are active matches and other
participants that immediately need your support and attention. From a risk management and program
quality perspective, it is critical that you introduce yourself to all participants and spend some time
getting to know them and learning about their mentoring experience. Start with those in active matches,
but also reach out to brand new volunteers and unmatched students.
Description of Task
There are several steps you can take to get a handle on your matches and unmatched participants:
Start with your YouthBuild students, as they will be the easiest to get some “face time” with. If
the student is matched with a mentor, ask how it is going and learn a bit about what they have
been working on during their mentoring time. Reassure them that you are there to support their
relationship and build on the good work of the previous coordinator.
Call all of your mentors and have a similar conversation about their mentoring relationship and ask
what they need from you in terms of relationship support.
Review the data you have about your matches, including contact information, match activity logs,
case notes. Update as needed.
Questions to Answer
Who is matched in an active mentoring relationship?
Who is waiting to be matched?
Are there new volunteers in the intake pipeline? Where are they in the process?
Are any matches struggling and in need of immediate help?
What kind of feedback are participants giving about their mentoring experience? How can you use
this information in your immediate next steps?
Do you have accurate contact information and other data on your matches? What seems to be missing?
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Your Notes (what you are learning)

Your Next Steps (prioritize what needs to be done)
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Get organized around data collection and reporting

As a Mentoring Coordinator, you are responsible for gathering and reporting a lot of information about
what’s happening at your site. This task helps you determine what information you currently have at your
disposal and what you will need to have available for future reporting.
Description of Task
Start by looking at the Monthly Reporting Form on the NMA Community of Practice:
http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/monthly-national-mentoring-alliance-statistics. Note that
you will need to report information about both program activities (your work) and what your matches
have been up to. Ask your program coach or the YBUSA staff for copies of previous submissions from
your site to get a baseline of what your program’s monthly reports have contained. See if this data
matches your current situation—things may have changed quite a bit since the previous coordinator left.
Find the Youth Assessment Surveys (http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/youth-survey) that
get administered to students at the beginning and end of YouthBuild and when their match ends after
15 months.
Find out who in your organization enters data into the WebSTAQ system. They may need mentoring
information periodically.
Lastly, find out who in your organization handles fiscal reporting. You will likely need to provide
them with financial information about your mentoring grant on a regular basis. You can get a
good understanding of the fiscal reporting requirements by watching this archived webinar: http://
youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/content/event/show-me-money-nuts-and-bolts-fiscal-reporting
Questions to Answer
Are we currently collecting all of the information needed for monthly reporting? What are we
missing?
Do the data from recent monthly reports match our current numbers? What has changed?
Have we been administering the Youth Assessment Surveys at the appropriate times? When should
they be administered next?
Who enters our program’s data into WebSTAQ? What mentoring data does this person need from me
and how often?
What other outcomes or measures are we collecting data on? Are there other evaluations or reporting
going on that impact the mentoring program?
Are our data systems and technology sufficient?
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Your Notes (what you are learning)

Your Next Steps (prioritize what needs to be done)
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Review and update current schedules and plans

Chances are that the previous Mentoring Coordinator had a number of plans and activities going when
they left, so it’s important to get a handle on where things stand with the major tasks of running the
program. You may find that these plans need revision due to shifting circumstances or that they simply
need you to pick up where the previous coordinator left off. If you need them, you can find sample
recruitment plans, sustainability planning tools, and many other templates for organizing your upcoming
year on the NMA Community of Practice at: http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/sample-forms.
Description of Task
In Task 1 you gathered up many of the materials you will need to examine more closely here. Start by
focusing on:
The recruitment plan and scheduled recruitment activities
Sustainability plans and other activities related to generating funds or new partnerships
Advisory committee schedules and notes and action items from prior meetings
The schedule for upcoming mentor or mentee trainings
The schedule of upcoming mentor-mentee outings, group activities, and service projects
The current budget and financial status of the mentoring program
Questions to Answer
What do these plans commit me to in the next few weeks? The next few months? What needs to be on
my radar right away?
What is happening next for our matches? Do I need to plan for any group outings or projects?
Are any of these plans missing? What will I need to create from scratch?
How are we doing with our mentor recruitment targets? Is recruitment an immediate priority right now?
When is the advisory committee meeting next? What are they working on right now?
What has changed with our YouthBuild program since the last coordinator left? What has changed
externally? How have our mentoring plans been impacted?
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Your Notes (what you are learning)

Your Next Steps (prioritize what needs to be done)
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Review and update program materials

In the course of reviewing your current program plans and activities, you may find that many of the
materials the program uses—training handouts, promotional fliers, mentor applications, student
orientation guides, etc.—need updating. At the very least, you will need to add your own contact
information where needed. But you may also decide to freshen up the look or content of the materials
your program uses. Don’t be afraid to put your individual stamp on the program’s materials. You can find
dozens of templates and customizable marketing materials in the COP’s Marketing Toolkit:
http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/marketing-toolkit.
Description of Task
Take a look at the following items and see if any content or design elements need updating:
Recruitment handouts, brochures, posters
Other materials that market the program
Mentor application forms and other paperwork for mentor intake
Orientation materials for students
Mentor training slides and handouts
Matching ceremonies and relationship agreement forms
Exit surveys and other data collection forms
Questions to Answer
Do we have all the materials we need to successfully market the program to mentors and our
students?
Are the materials visually appealing? Do they convey the essence of our program?
Have I added my contact information in all the appropriate places? Does anything still reference the
old coordinator?
What are my impressions of the training materials I have to work with? What content is missing or in
need of revision?
Do I have all the forms and paperwork we need to administer the program?
Who can help me revise or create materials if it is beyond my skillset?
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Your Notes (what you are learning)

Your Next Steps (prioritize what needs to be done)
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Figure out how you will manage your time

Running a mentoring program is a lot of work. There will be times when you are juggling many
responsibilities and tasks at once. You may also have other non-mentoring duties in your YouthBuild
program. Managing your time and tasks is critical not only from a program quality perspective but also
from a risk management one. The safety of your participants and the outcomes for your students depend on
you not letting things fall through the cracks. There is no one right way to organize one’s work. Some people
make lists; others use more complex Gantt charts and software. Find the system that works for you.
Description of Task
No matter your personal style, spend some time thinking about how you will:
Juggle day-to-day tasks (especially critical tasks like mentor screening and match support) with longterm responsibilities (such as fundraising or building partnerships)
Integrate your work with the work of other YouthBuild staff
Cover any non-mentoring tasks that are also on your plate
You may want to consider:
Developing a master calendar that has critical dates (including the monthly Mentoring Coordinator
and coach calls)
Using software or a smart phone to keep things on your radar and keep you on task
Questions to Answer
How do I tend to organize my work? What has helped me stay on top of things in previous jobs?
Will I have a lot of tasks that will all need attention at the same time? Where are the bottlenecks on
my schedule?
Who can help me out if I am struggling to get it all done? Can I delegate certain tasks?
What software or tools does the organization provide? How do others in the program organize their
schedules?
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Your Notes (what you are learning)

Your Next Steps (prioritize what needs to be done)
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After you have completed all of these tasks …
It is time to meet with your YouthBuild Director again and review what you have learned. You should
have information to report about what you have learned about the program’s history and current status
and a long list of “to-dos” that you will need to prioritize with your Director’s help (your advisory
committee can also help figure out what to tackle first). You may choose to use the discussion aid below
to organize your thoughts.
The most critical, immediate next steps are:

Our program is currently having a lot of success with:

We are missing the following important program components or tools:

We need to update these materials:
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Our program’s budget and resources are:

We need to do more planning around:

Our mentors and mentees need:

We can improve the program by:

I’m most concerned about these issues in the long-term:

I need the following support to succeed:
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Summary sheet for new YouthBuild mentoring coordinators
My Program Coach
• Name
• Phone
• Email
YouthBuild USA Mentoring Staff
• (617) 623-9900
• Tommy McClam, Director, YouthBuild USA National Mentoring Alliance, tmcclam@youthbuild.org
• Kelly Belmonte, Associate Director, YouthBuild USA National Mentoring Alliance
kbelmonte@youthbuild.org
• Melissa Medina, Mentoring Operations & Grant Manager, YouthBuild USA National Mentoring
Alliance, mmedina@youthbuild.org
Key Web Links
YouthBuild USA National Mentoring Alliance Mentoring Community of Practice
http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org
• Coordinator Log-In, http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/user
• Monthly Reporting Form
http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/monthly-national-mentoring-alliance-statistics
• Operations Manual, http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/nma-operations-manual
• E-Learning Modules, http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/content/e-learning-modules
• Discussion Forum, http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/discussion-forum
• Training Guides and Handbooks, http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/guidebooks
• Forms and Planning Tools, http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/sample-forms
• Marketing Toolkit, http://youthbuildmentoringalliance.org/marketing-toolkit
Other Key Mentoring Web Resources
• MENTOR’s Elements of Effective Practice for Mentoring
http://www.mentoring.org/program_resources/elements_and_toolkits
• Foundations of Successful Youth Mentoring, http://educationnorthwest.org/webfm_send/180
• Mentor and Youth Training Materials, http://educationnorthwest.org/resource/364
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